
 
Hotel Agreement 2013 (16U) 

 

 

This document, between the Committee of the Southern California International Softball Festival Champions Cup, acting  

on behalf of the 2013 Champions  

Cup (16U) tournament, and _____________________________________________________________(team name) is a 

binding contract that specifies, in part, the terms by which the team listed above will be certified to compete in the 2013 

Champions Cup tournament. These terms (requirements) include: 

 

I. All teams not registered through SoCal ASA and requiring hotel rooms during their participation in the 2013 

Champions Cup (16U) are required to stay at one of the sponsor hotels listed on the Hotel Reservation 

Request Form for the entirety of their competition in the tournament, or; 

 

Teams registered or not registered through SoCal ASA and who wishes to make hotel reservations at a 

location of their own choosing may do so for a fee, payable to the Champions Cup, in the amount of 

$400.00 per team. 

 

II. All teams not registered through SoCal ASA are required to confirm all hotel arrangements with the 

Champions Cup no later than MAY 19, 2013 , using the designated Hotel Confirmation Form 

 

III. Teams choosing to stay in one of the hotel locations arranged by the Champions Cup will contact the hotel 

representative listed on the Hotel Confirmation Form to reserve your rooms from the room block reserved for 

the Champions Cup (16U). The hotel representative will request that the team contact person provide a 

“housing” list as well as financial guarantees as required by the hotel for your team’s stay. 

 

IV. Cancellation policy – Any team withdrawing from the tournament after executing a rooming contract with 

their assigned hotel will be bound by the cancellation penalties described in their rooming contract with the 

hotel. In the event that the hotel imposes a cancellation penalty on the Champions Cup due to your team’s 

cancellation of your reservation, your team agrees to compensate the Champions Cup for the amount of 

those penalties in full. The Champions Cup has made certain financial guarantees to the sponsor hotels in 

exchange for very favorable room rates enjoyed by participating teams in the Champions Cup tournament. In 

the event that your team withdraws from the Champions Cup after completing your hotel reservations but 

prior to the beginning of the tournament, the Champions Cup shall retain your tournament entry fee to offset 

any financial loss incurred by the Champions Cup as a result of your team’s withdrawal from the 

tournament. 

 

 

 

I acknowledge that I have read this agreement and agree to be bound by the terms and conditions 

detailed within it. I acknowledge that I am authorized to act on behalf of the team listed above and that 

the team management agrees to accept the terms and conditions detailed within this contract. 

 
 

____________________________________ _____________________ 

Authorized Team Representative   Date of Signature 

 

____________________________________ ______________________ 

Print Name     Position with Team 

 

 

 

 

  

 


